THE SEVENTH ESWI INFLUENZA CONFERENCE

#ESWI2020 VIRTUAL EDITION
6-9 DECEMBER 2020
FULLY VIRTUAL
6-9 December 2020

4 DAY ONLINE EVENT EXPERIENCE

Platform stays online till end of January 2021

DECEMBER 2020

JANUARY 2021
The Seventh ESWI Influenza conference is more than a 4 day’s virtual event. It is the start of the creation of a Virtual Scientific Knowledge Center on Influenza, RSV and COVID-19.

During the 4 days virtual conference, we will “feed” our Virtual Scientific Knowledge Center on Influenza, RSV and COVID-19 with our regular - abstract driven - programme, statements and information from our partners, scientific profiles of all presenters (poster and oral) and their work, personal profiles of 1,000 attendees.

IT WAS NEVER SO EASY TO STEP INTO THE FLU/RSV/COVID-19 COMMUNITY
Increased reach

Extension of your own personal reach to audiences globally. The virtual platform stays on line till end of January 2021. The organisers will promote the virtual Platform and content by sending out monthly e-newsletters – highlighting specific research and / or topics.

More interaction

Research shows that a virtual conference will generate far more interaction with an online audience than in a traditional setting. Visitors will be able to participate during sessions with posts or chats and connect 1-to-1 with speakers before, during and after the session or event.

Knowledge transfer

More time and extended availability of research data increases knowledge transfer. Online events on a specific topic are a very compact and clear source of information, driving your scientific work to the next level.

Limited travel

On average conferences visitors will spend 1 to 3 days traveling from and to event locations. We save some time by making our conference available on line.

Flexibility

You can join from wherever in the world at your own pace, with access whenever you want. You develop your own conference experience.

Sustainable

It is almost a no brainer. The reduction of the entire carbon footprint when staff and visitors do not have to travel to a venue is huge!
JOIN & BE PRESENT
LEARN & INTERACT
CONNECT & COMMUNICATE
STROLL & ENJOY
JOIN & BE PRESENT

Experience the thrill of **LIVE SESSIONS** on groundbreaking topics and follow over 30 scientific sessions **ON DEMAND**.
RENOWNED EXPERTS chair the scientific sessions. Live Q&A modules provide interaction with the audience.
EXCITING KEYNOTE LECTURES given by the most important scientists and policy makers in the INFLUENZA/RSV DISEASE/COVID-19 arena.
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MORE TO BE ANNOUNCED
An EASY TO USE INTERFACE gives you the feeling of experiencing the conference in real life.
FOLLOW the conference on any device, or combine different devices to optimize your experience.

An ONLINE HELPDESK will assist you if needed.
LEARN & INTERACT

4 DAYS, 12 LIVE SESSIONS AND 23 SESSIONS ON DEMAND.
More than 200 lectures will be released at a specific time in the programme to have maximum attention of the attendees. All sessions will be available on the Platform till end of January 2021.
A scientific session has 5 lectures with a **PERSONAL INTRODUCTION** given by the chair.
Check the programme at a glance
Create your own personal profile page to **PRESENT YOURSELF**.

- Private messaging tool
- Virtual conference bag
- Personal programme
- Personal notes
- Your abstract
- Your presentation
- Your personal chat wall
Your PERSONAL PROFILE PAGE gives you the possibility to present yourself and interact with the international conference community.
Your biography, your abstract, your presentation, your chat wall all on one page.

Earn CME credits
THE VIRTUAL PLATFORM IS EASY TO USE. Your details and abstract will be uploaded automatically. Your video presentation can be streamed or recorded via a user friendly interface. Your poster will be featured in the poster area.
CONNECT & COMMUNICATE

ENGAGING WITH STAKEHOLDERS and peers has never been easier.

Share your insights with your peers in the INFLUENZA/RSV DISEASE/COVID-19 arena.
Research shows that by hosting the conference online we will increase attendance by up to 145% - we are aiming at having **1,000 ATTENDEES.**
STROLL & ENJOY

Incorporating designated networking breaks in our lounge allows attendees to take a breather between longer sessions to chat, take polls, and NETWORK with other attendees.
ACCESS KEY

6 - 9 DECEMBER
ONLINE EVENT EXPERIENCE
Valid till end January 2021

495 euro
Previously 880 euro

395 euro (STUDENTS, MASTER DEGREE, PHD)
FOCUS ON

INFLUENZA
RSV DISEASE
COVID-19